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1. Expressing accuracy
When customers choose measuring instruments (recorders) and other devices, they base 
their selection on the input sensor type, scan (sampling) interval, accuracy, and other 
characteristics according to the phenomena to be measured in their production process. 
One of these selection criteria, accuracy, is a term that we use in the µR series recorders 
General Specifications and other documents. In this section we describe accuracy, and 
explain the basic ways of calculating it.

1.1 What is accuracy?
Accuracy is the precision of a measuring instrument expressed as the range or error (error limit) 
from various sources under specified conditions. In other words, it indicates how near the value 
measured by the measuring instrument is to the true value*, and therefore expresses range 
of error relative to the input signal. Measuring instruments generally use both percentage and 
absolute error together. For example, error could be expressed as ±(0.1 % of the measured value 
+ 2 digits), or ±(0.2 % of the measured value + 1 mV).
* JIS defines this as “the value of some quantity measured using an error-free method,” but since such measurement is 

impossible, we use the “conventional true value” which is as close as possible to the true value. The conventional true value is a 
value with international traceability, or one that is agreed upon as a standard between users.

Note that since accuracy is influenced by temperature, humidity, and other factors, it is shown in 
the General Specifications and other documents as being under a certain range of conditions. In 
the µR series, for example, it states the following. 
Measurement and recording accuracy: 
 Reference operating conditions: 23±2°C, 55±10%. Supply voltage 90 to 132, 180 to 264 VAC, power line period within 50/60 Hz 

±1%, warm up 30 minutes or more, no vibrations or other hindrances to performance. 

1.2 Accuracy expression for µR series 
recorders

With the µR series, the measurement and recording error is specified and used as the accuracy 
specification. The following is the DC voltage accuracy specification of the µR series as stated in 
the General Specifications.

Input type Range Measurement (digital display) Recording (analog)
Measurement  

accuracy
Max 

resolution
Recording 
accuracy

Resolution

DC voltage(DC V) 20 mV ±(0.1% of rdg+2 digits) 10 μV Measurement 
accuracy
±(0.3% of 
recording span)

Pen model dead 
zone
0.2% of 
recording span

Dot model 
resolution
0.1 mm

60 mV 10 μV
200 mV 100 μV
2 V 1 mV
6 V 1 mV
20 V 10 mV
50 V ±(0.1% of rdg+3 digits) 10 mV
1-5 V ±(0.1% of rdg+2 digits) 1 mV
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(1) Measurement error
Measurement error expresses measurement accuracy, and in the 2 V range the accuracy is as 
follows.

 Meas. accuracy: ±(0.1 % of rdg + 2 digits)
rdg : Reading
digit(s): Fixed error independent of the input. One digit is the minimum value that can be displayed, which is the resolution in the 

measuring instrument (the µR series). In the 2 V range, 1 digit = 0.001 V (1 mV). 

<Calculation example>

 Calculate the measurement accuracy when measuring 2 V in the 2 V range. 

   

Measurement accuracy = ±(0.1% × 2V + 2 × 0.001V)

                                      = ±( 100 × 2V + 2 × 0.001V)
                                      = ±0.004V (±4 digits)

0.1 

(2) Recording error
Recording error expresses recording accuracy, and for DC voltage the accuracy is as follows.

 Recording accuracy: Measurement accuracy ±(0.3% of recording span)

  Recording span: µR10000, 100 mm; µR20000, 180 mm.

<Calculation example>

 On the µR10000, in the 2 V range, set measurement span: 0 to 2 V and recording width: 
100 mm. Calculate the recording accuracy when measuring 2 V (the measurement 
accuracy when measuring 2 V is ±0.004 V, per the result in item a. above). 

   

Recording accuracy = Measurement accuracy ± (0.3% of  Recording span)

                                = ±(Measurement accuracy + 0.3% of  Recording span)

                                = ±( 　2V　 × 100mm*1 + 100 × 100mm*2)
                                = ±0.5mm

0.004V 0.3

  *1: Recording width (set value)
  *2: Recording span

(3) Digital display resolution
Because the input signal is processed by an A/D converter prior to measurement, the resolution 
of a measuring instrument depends on the characteristics of that A/D converter. Resolution 
includes display and measurement resolutions; in the case of DC voltage it is expressed as µV 
or mV, and for temperature it is expressed as ºC. The digital display resolution in the µR series 
General Specifications and other documents is the display resolution. 
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2. Measurement accuracy with linear 
scaling

A calculation called linear scaling is performed to convert input voltages to a physical 
values. For example, linear scaling is used to convert a 1 to 5 V input to physical values of 
0 to 100 I/h. 
When using linear scaling, we can calculate the measurement accuracy described in 
chapter 1 as follows. 

2.1 Measurement accuracy with linear scaling 
(formula)

Measurement accuracy (digits) when scaling = measurement accuracy (digits) × zoom factor + 2 
digits (rounded up below the decimal point) 
Note that the zoom factor = scaling span (digits) / measurement span (digits)

<DXAdvanced calculation example>

 For the 1 to 5 V range (integral time: 16.7 ms or more), measurement span of 1.000 to 5.000 
V, and scaling span of 0.000 to 2.000, the measurement accuracy with an input of 5 V is as 
follows. 

 Measurement accuracy (1 to 5 V range) 
  = ±(0.05% × 5 V+ 3 digits) 
  = ±(0.0025 V (3 digits) + 3 digits) 
  = ±6 digits

 Zoom factor = [2000 digits (0.000 to 2.000)] / [4000 digits (1.000 to 5.000)] = 0.5

 Thus, the measurement accuracy when scaling = ±(6 × 0.5 + 2) digits = ±5 digits (rounded 
up below the decimal point). 
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2.2 Measurement accuracy with a small zoom 
factor

The scaling measurement accuracy under the conditions below is as follows. 

(1) Measurement accuracy (digits) × zoom factor < 0.05
The error range of an ideal input value at which the scaling value switches is given as ± 5%. 

N N+1Scaling value

Va VbVoltage value

Ideal switching voltage

±5%

<DXAdvanced calculation example>

 For the 1 to 5 V range (integral time: 16.67 ms or more), measurement span of 1.000 to 
5.000 V, and a scaling span of 0 to 20, the measurement accuracy with an input of 5 V is as 
follows.

 Measurement accuracy (1 to 5 V range) 
 = ±(0.05% × 5 V+ 3 digits) 
 = ±(0.0025 V (3 digits) + 3 digits) 
 = ±6 digits

 Zoom factor = [20 digits (0 to 20)] / [4000 digits (1.000 to 5.000)] = 0.005

 6 digits × 0.005 (zoom factor) = 0.03

 Since measurement accuracy (digits) × zoom factor < 0.05, the accuracy conforms to the 
above rule. 

For an ideal voltage input in which the scaling value switches from N to N+1, a ±5% width of the 
voltage value between N and N+1 is a gray zone, and the scaling result will be either N or N+1. If 
this is a problem, you can increase the number of digits of the scaling value. 

Ex.)

The scaling value from 2.490 V to 2.510 V, will be either 7 or 8.

Scaling value

Voltage value

7 8

2.400V 2.600V2.490V 2.510V

2.500V

±5%
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(2) 0.05 ≤ measurement accuracy (digits) × zoom factor < 
0.5

Accuracy is specified as ±1 digit.

<DXAdvanced calculation example>

 For the 1 to 5 V range (integral time of 16.67 ms or more), measurement span of 1.000 to 
5.000 V, and scaling span of 0.0 to 25.0, the measurement accuracy with an input of 5 V is 
as follows.

 Measurement accuracy (1 to 5 V range) 
 = ±(0.05% × 5 V + 3 digits) 
 = ±(0.0025 V (3 digits) + 3 digits) 
 = ±6 digits

 Zoom factor = [250 digits (0.0 to 25.0)] / [4000 digits (1.000 to 5.000)] = 0.0625

 6 digits × 0.0625 (zoom factor) = 0.375

 From 0.05 ≤ measurement accuracy (digits) × zoom factor < 0.5, the accuracy is ±1 digit.
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3 RJC when measuring minus 
temperature

3.1 What is reference junction compensation?
Thermocouples are the most commonly used sensors, and they come in many different materials 
for use in various applications. In a thermocouple, two dissimilar metals are welded at one end, 
and the thermoelectric force is measured at the opposite ends of the two terminals. 
Because the output voltage of the thermocouple is affected by the temperature differential across 
ends, you can measure the temperature of the terminals (reference junctions) of the measuring 
instrument to which the thermocouple is connected, and determine the temperature of the item 
under test by applying a calculation correction based on the measured result. This process is 
called reference junction compensation. 
There are two kinds of reference junction compensation, internal and external. In internal RJC, 
the measuring instrument automatically measures its own measuring terminal temperature. In 
external RJC, the temperature of the thermocouple on the measuring terminal side is kept fixed. 
With internal RJC, the measurement of the measuring terminal temperature itself determines the 
measurement accuracy; this is the reference junction compensation accuracy. 

3.2 RJC accuracy with minus temperature
The reference junction compensation accuracy specification of Yokogawa Electric recorders (for 
purposes of this document, the µR series, DAQSTATION DX/CX series, DAQMASTER MX/MW 
series, and MV series) has the provision “when measuring 0°C or higher,” and shows accuracy 
values of ±1°C and ±5°C. Now, what will the reference junction compensation accuracy be when 
measuring minus temperatures?
In general, the reference junction compensation accuracy when measuring minus temperature is 
large (poor). (To be clear, we mean that the temperature under test is minus, not the temperature 
of the recorder itself. The operating temperature of recorders is generally 0 to 50°C.)
Yokogawa Electric recorders use transistors for reference junction compensators. These 
transistors generate a voltage according to the terminal temperature of the measuring 
instrument. From this voltage and the voltage (thermoelectric force) actually being measured 
by the thermocouple, the instrument calculates the voltage (thermoelectric force) when the 
reference junction is 0°C. It then compares it to the reference thermoelectric power curve that 
uses the calculated value, and outputs the temperature. 
Now, why does the reference junction compensation accuracy become large (poor) for minus 
temperatures?
As in the thermoelectric power curve, the slope of the relationship between the thermocouple’s 
temperature and voltage is not fixed (for details, see a specialty book). Generally with 
thermocouples, temperature variation–induced changes in thermoelectric force of minus 
temperatures are smaller that those of positive temperatures. With recorders, voltage is 
converted to temperature based on a reference thermoelectric power of 0°C. 
Consequently, when converting the voltage error of a transistor to temperature, the error for 
minus temperatures is usually larger than for positive temperatures. 
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The following table shows an example of reference junction compensation accuracy by 
temperature (specifications cannot be guaranteed for temperatures below 0°C). 

K E J T L U
23°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C
0°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C

-50°C ±0.6°C ±0.6°C ±0.6°C ±0.6°C ±0.5°C ±0.5°C
-100°C ±0.7°C ±0.7°C ±0.7°C ±0.7°C ±0.7°C ±0.7°C
-150°C ±0.9°C ±0.9°C ±0.8°C ±0.9°C ±0.7°C ±1.0°C
-200°C ±1.3°C ±1.2°C ±1.2°C ±1.3°C ±0.9°C ±1.0°C
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4. Log input display accuracy
Yokogawa Electric has recorder models equipped with a log input (log display) function 
(model-specific TOKUCHU specifications). 
We will summarize a more detailed method of finding the display accuracy of numeric 
values on log channels (channels set for log display) than the one described in the user’s 
manual. 

4.1 Calculating the numeric value display 
accuracy

Table 1  Symbols used in display accuracy calculations

Input Display
DC voltage X Numeric value (measured 

value)
Y

Span lower limit VL Scaling lower limit SL
Span upper limit VU Scaling upper limit SU

(1) Formula for converting input voltage to a numeric 
value

 Y = 10(SU-SL) × (X-VL) / (VU-VL) + SL

(2) Input voltage and maximum error
 Of all possible values of an input voltage of X, let Xm_err be the minimum voltage of 

minus temperatures, and Xp_err be the maximum voltage of positive temperatures. 

 Xm_err = X – (measurement accuracy of the voltage range)

 Xp_err = X + (measurement accuracy of the voltage range)

(3) Hardware error of numeric values (displayed values)
 Let Ym_derr be the numeric value (displayed value) when the input voltage is Xm_err, 

and let the difference from the true numeric value Y be the minus temperature hardware 
error Ym’. In the same manner, let Yp_derr be the numeric value (displayed value) when 
the input voltage is Xp_err, and let the difference from the true numeric value Y be the 
positive temperature hardware error Yp’.

 Ym’ = Y – Ym_derr

 Yp’ = Yp_derr – Y

(4) Mantissa display accuracy
 Per the formula below, add the software error to the hardware error to find the display 

accuracy. 

 Display accuracy (minus temperature) = – (Ym’ × 1.1 + 1 digit)

 Display accuracy (positive temperature) = (Yp’ × 1.1 + 1 digit)
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4.2 Display accuracy calculation example 
(3-digit mantissa)

In the following example we calculate the accuracy of the DX1000G’s numeric values (displayed 
values). 

Table 2  Measuring conditions for the display accuracy calculation example

Item Condition
Integral time 16.7 ms or more
DC voltage span 6 V range         1.000 to 5.000 V
Scaling span -2 to 3

(1) Formula for converting input voltages to numeric 
values

 Y = 10(SU - SL) × (X - VL) / (VU - VL) + SL 
    = 10(3 - (-2)) × (X-1) / (5-1) + (-2) 
    = 10(1.25 × (X -1) -2)

(2) Measurement error relative to the input voltage
 Measurement accuracy in the 6 V range = ±(0.05% of rdg + 3 digits)

 rdg is the input voltage expressed as a voltage value.

 Calculate for an input voltage of 5.000 V, when the measurement error is at its maximum. 

 In formula (1), if you substitute 5.000 V, the result is 1.000 × 103. 

 Measurement accuracy: ±(0.05% × 5 V + 3 digits) 

    = ±(0.0025 V (3 digits) + 3 digits) 

    = ±6 digits

 (rounded up to the determined digit below the decimal point)

 Thus, for an input voltage of 5.000 V, the range of possible voltages is 4.994 V to 5.006 
V.

(3) Minus temperature log display
 In formula (1), substitute 4.994 V for the minus temperature minimum voltage Xm_err.

 Ym_derr = 10(1.25 × (4.994 - 1) -2) = 9.829 × 102

 Hardware error: 10–9.829 = 0.171 = 18 digits (rounded up to the third digit below the 
decimal point)

 Add the software error: 18 digits × 1.1 + 1 digit = 20.8 digits

 Therefore, the mantissa display accuracy is, rounded up below the decimal point, 21 
digits. 
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(4) Positive temperature log display
 In formula (1), substitute 5.006 for the positive side minimum voltage Xp_err. 

 Yp_derr = 10(1.25 × (5.006 - 1) -2) = 1.0174 × 103

 Hardware error: 1.0174-1.0=0.0174=1.8 digits (rounded up to the 4th digit below the 
decimal point)

 Add the software error: 1.8 digits × 1.1 + 1 digit = 2.98 digits

 Therefore, the mantissa display accuracy is, rounded up below the decimal point, 3 
digits.

(5) Accuracy in log notation
 The accuracy with log notation is 9.79 × 102 to 1.03 × 103. 

4.3 Log input display resolution
Depending on measuring conditions, the numeric value display of the log channels may not 
be able to display down to the minimum resolution. This depends on the instrument’s voltage 
measurement resolution, and is not an abnormality.
If the log display shows a 3-digit mantissa, the voltage spans per decade that are necessary to 
obtain a 0.01 mantissa resolution (1.00 to 9.99) are shown in tables 3-1 and 3-2. The values in 
the tables are theoretical. Depending on rounding and other manipulations during calculation, a 
0.01 resolution is not guaranteed in all ranges. 

(1) DX100, DX200, μR10000, μR20000
Table 3-1  Voltage span per decade (DX100, DX200, μR10000, μR20000)

Range Voltage span
20 mV 2.31 mV or more
60 mV 6.91 mV or more
200 mV 23.1 mV or more
2 V 0.231 V or more
6 V 0.691 V or more
20 V 2.31 V or more
50 V 11.51 V or more
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(2) DX1000, DX2000, DX1000G, DX1000N
Table 3-2  Voltage span per decade (DX1000, DX2000, DX1000G, DX1000N)

Range Voltage span
20 mV 2.302 mV or more
60 mV 6.91 mV or more
200 mV 23.02 mV or more
2 V 0.2302 V or more
6 V 0.691 V or more
20 V 2.302 V or more
50 V 11.51 V or more

 If displaying a 2-digit mantissa, the voltage spans per decade that are necessary to 
obtain a 0.1 mantissa resolution (1.0 to 9.9) are shown in tables 4-1 and 4-2. The values 
in the tables are theoretical. Depending on rounding and other manipulations during 
calculation, a 0.1 resolution is not guaranteed in all ranges.

(3) DX100, DX200, μR10000, μR20000
Table 4-1  Voltage span per decade (DX100, DX200, μR10000, μR20000)

Range Voltage span
20 mV 0.23 mV or more
60 mV 0.69 mV or more
200 mV 2.3 mV or more
2 V 0.023 V or more
6 V 0.069 V or more
20 V 0.23 V or more
50 V 1.15 V or more

(4) DX1000, DX2000, DX1000G, DX1000N
Table 4-2  Voltage span per decade (DX1000, DX2000, DX1000G, DX1000N)

Range Voltage span
20 mV 0.230 mV or more
60 mV 0.69 mV or more
200 mV 2.30 mV or more
2 V 0.0230 V or more
6 V 0.069 V or more
20 V 0.230 V or more
50 V 1.15 V or more
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